From Off-The-Shelf to Market-Ready® New Age Enclosures is your Single Source Solution.
Let us quote modifying our Stock Enclosures to meet your end-use.
visit newageenclosures.com/services or call 855-4NA-ENCL today.

CNC Cutouts
Part Decorating
Custom Color and Material
RF/EMI Shielding
Custom Tool Inserts
Custom Enclosures and Design
2. CORNERS DRAWN SHARP TO BE 0.005 MAXIMUM.
3. EXTERIOR SURFACE TEXTURE TO BE LIGHT EDM FINISH.
   EQUIVALENT TO MT-11020. TEXTURE ON ENCLOSURE
   WILL VARY FROM TIME TO TIME AS THE TOOL WORES AND
   IT BECOMES NECESSARY TO REAPPLY.
4. INTERIOR SURFACE TEXTURE TO BE R3
5. ALL INSIDE RADII .010R. UNLESS OTHERWISE SPECIFIED.
6. ONE DEGREE DRAFT IN THE DIRECTION OF PULL IS PERMISSIBLE UNLESS
   OTHERWISE SPECIFIED.
7. MATERIAL / COLOR: SEE OPTIONS TABLE FOR STANDARD MATERIAL AND
   COLOR OPTIONS. CUSTOM MATERIALS AND COLORS ARE AVAILABLE UPON
   REQUEST FOR QUOTE. ALTERNATE RESINS HAVE DIFFERENT SHRINK
   RATES, AND WILL EFFECT DIMENSIONS.
8. PCB SIZES ARE RECOMMENDATIONS ONLY. FINAL SIZES AND VERIFICATION
   OF ITS FIT ARE THE SOLE RESPONSIBILITY OF EACH CUSTOMER.
9. THIS DRAWING IS BASED ON A SOLID MODEL, AND IS FURTHER DEFINED
   BY THE SOLID MODEL FILE.
10. ALLOWABLE FLASH: 0.010 MAX.
11. ALL EJECTOR PIN MARKS TO BE WITHIN 0.010" OF FLUSH.
12. TRIM GATE WITHIN 0.030" OF FLUSH.
13. REFERENCE THE PRODUCT SPEC AND SERVICE GUIDE.